Medical Science and the Military: The Allies’ Use of Amphetamine during World War II

World War II is regarded as a turning point from multiple historical perspectives. In political history, it represents the last major national conflict, the scale and especially the concluding atom bombs ushering in a new age of multilateralism. Mumford, a historian of technology, saw the war as marking the triumphant rebirth of the “mega-machine” social organization; Adolf Hitler’s opponents had to adopt his ways to defeat him. In military history, it marks the dawning not only of nuclear weapons but also of modern air power and high-mobility ground troops, fundamentals for which we have Hitler to thank—along with a new era of psychological warfare. In the history of science, the War is enshrined as the “scientists’ war” and the start of a “new partnership” between the government (especially the military) and academic researchers, especially in the United States. The view that “science won the war”—through contributions such as penicillin, radar, and the atom bomb—has been remarkably persistent, and a perennial focus of historical debate. But whether military linkages are viewed as boon or bane for university science, a shared premise is that during World War II, leading scientists became deeply involved with the war effort, and the military was impressed.¹

Amphetamine was a new product of the pharmaceutical labo-
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ratory that, like the sulfa drugs and penicillin, quickly found its way to the battlefield. Its adoption during the war speaks to the role of science in the war effort, but it also holds a certain inherent interest. The Internet abounds with related apocrypha and misinformation, much of it implying that mind-altering, addictive drugs were dispensed by both Allied and German leaders to make soldiers more aggressive. That the topic of Allied amphetamine use has received little serious historical attention is surprising given that amphetamine abuse has been a significant medical problem ever since the war. This article reconstructs the evaluation of amphetamine for military use by both British and American experts, interpreting how and why (both officially and tacitly) it came be adopted. It argues that, although amphetamine was thoroughly tested by leading scientists for its effects in boosting or maintaining physical and mental performance in fatigued subjects, the results never provided solid grounds for approving the drug’s use, and, in any case, came too late to be decisive. The grounds on which amphetamine was actually adopted by both British and American militaries had less to do with the science of fatigue than with the drug’s mood-altering effects, as judged by military men—increased confidence and aggression, and elevated “morale.” The entire issue has important implications for our understanding of science’s role in World War II and American history in general.2


AMPHETAMINE, ADRENALINE, and FATIGUE C. 1940 Germany’s stunningly successful western Blitzkrieg of 1940 spawned a host of rumors, including word of secret “Stuka Tablets” giving pilots of the dreaded dive-bombers a superhuman power to resist g-forces. Newspapers also contained reports of “heavily drugged, fearless, and berserk” German paratroopers. An investigation by the British War Office discovered that the Germans were using methamphetamine. Indeed, April through June 1940, the peak of the Blitz, corresponds to the wartime peak in the German military’s consumption of amphetamines. According to Steinkamp, the Wehrmacht used 35 million 3mg methamphetamine tablets for these three months alone, and much less thereafter. In both the United States and Britain, top-level scientific advisory bodies devoted to the military problems of “fatigue” earnestly began studying the effects of the drugs and their military utility. Thus, any understanding of the Allied adoption of amphetamines must begin by addressing two questions: So far as experts in 1940/41 were concerned, what were amphetamines, and what was fatigue?

Invented in 1929 in pursuit of an asthma remedy, and first marketed by the Philadelphia firm Smith, Kline and French (skf) in a decongestant inhaler, amphetamine was originally thought of as an artificial adrenaline, and its adrenaline-like action on the sinuses and circulation was the basis of its earliest uses. By 1935, medical specialists on both sides of the Atlantic were testing amphetamine for clinical uses ranging from menstrual cramps to bedwetting. Soon, however, the drug’s effects on the central nervous system—its psychiatric effects as well as its effect on mental performance—began to draw attention. As recent work in the history of medicine shows, American neuropsychiatry in the 1930s was less dominated by Freudian doctrine than standard historiography once held, and more committed to the type of “psychophysical unity” championed by Cannon, a Harvard physiologist. By 1936/37, many psychiatrists had become enthusiasts for the drug as a remedy for milder “neurotic” depressions, but they also

found that the drug tended to make anxiety conditions worse. Myerson, a Harvard psychiatrist, presciently elaborating Cannon’s theories, hypothesized that the drug corrected an adrenaline insufficiency in the brain’s circuits controlling activity and rest.  

Meanwhile, psychologists quickly established that improvements on intelligence tests were more subjective than real; any gains in performance—typically, in simple testing tasks requiring persistence—stemmed mainly from amphetamine’s ability to increase confidence and initiative rather than actual improvement in mental capacity. These findings did nothing to discourage university students, who evidently did not mind whether amphetamine improved their marks or just made exams more bearable. Despite some bad publicity from this misuse, “Benzedrine Sulfate,” skf’s brand for amphetamine in tablet form, held great promise in American and British medicine at the war’s onset—as the first “antidepressant” (see Figure 1). In Germany, Temmler, emulating skf, marketed the nearly identical drug methamphetamine (unprotected by patents) under the “Pervitin” brand name, along essentially the same lines.


In Allied military medicine of 1940/41, fatigue was freighted with multiple, overlapping meanings based in psychiatry, the science of work physiology, and military thinking about “morale.” In 1940, military medical personnel anticipated a crisis from the mental illness known in the previous war as “shell shock.” Inserting themselves into the processes used to screen recruits for mental health during the planning stages of the war, American psychiatrists had promised to reduce manpower loss due to “psychoneurotic breakdown,” and after hostilities began, secured a place for psychiatry in forward area medical treatment. American psychiatrists and psychologists were also recruited to devise psychological warfare programs, both defensive and offensive (that is, supporting morale on the Allied side and attacking that of the enemy). Their British counterparts were similarly involved in the war effort, even if not as readily embraced by the military.6

Although the role of psychiatric experts in controlling mental breakdown during World War II is well documented, the place of physiology and pharmacology in their approaches is not. To psychiatrists of the time, “war neurosis,” their own term for shell

---

shock, was closely akin to ordinary neurasthenia or neurotic depression. According to the authoritative 1941 work on the topic by Kardiner, a psychoanalyst, war neurosis was damage to a soldier’s “ego organization” caused by the inability to escape or alter a threatening situation. Straying from mainstream Freudian views, Kardiner believed that the condition could be caused not just by acute traumatic experience but also by a combination of chronic anxiety and physical exhaustion. The link between emotional and physical condition lay in the autonomic nervous system. Man, like any organism, handled perceived threats with heightened psychic and physical preparedness, based in Cannon’s “fight-or-flight” response. Adrenaline-fueled arousal aided survival in the short term, but in the long run, it depleted the nervous system and eroded the resilience of the psyche, which eventually broke down to a state “by intention vaguely called ‘operational fatigue,’ ” a term Grinker adopted in 1942 to smooth his work with patients at the front. Grinker’s British counterparts in field psychiatry favored “battle exhaustion” as a euphemism, but their logic was similar.7

Thus, psychiatrists understood war neurosis as a condition related to depression, physical fatigue, and the neurophysiology of adrenaline, whereas amphetamine, the synthetic adrenaline derivative, was a medicine of great promise especially for depression. Aside from its increasing support in psychiatric circles, by 1940, amphetamine was already known to have abuse potential, gaining popularity among nonmedical users as the “pep pill” in the United States and “the confidence drug” in Britain. The drug had reportedly found a place in sports (replacing cocaine among bicyclists) as well, and was popularly believed to improve performance in challenging physical and intellectual tasks. Less fully appreciated by the

---

public, however, was that the available scientific evidence on amphetamines suggested that perceived performance gains reflected only boosted confidence and distorted judgement.\(^8\)

**BRITISH RESEARCH ON AND ADOPTION OF AMPHETAMINE, 1939–1942**

In Britain, the Blitz of mid-1940 brought urgency to a research program on fatigue established a year earlier. The Flying Personnel Research Committee (FPRC), organized shortly before the war by the Air Ministry and chaired by Edward Mellanby—the head of the Medical Research Council—including military men alongside academic scientists as active participants. The British studies (like the American) can be roughly grouped into two categories, field studies by the military and lab studies conducted by civilian experts. From the outset, the British hoped for true performance enhancement from the amphetamines, and not just a new “wakey-wakey” pill to replace the venerable caffeine.\(^9\)

The early FPRC studies on amphetamine, many conducted by Bartlett, were mostly careful affairs in University laboratories. Volunteers took a battery of psychological and hand–eye coordination tests. In the vast majority of them, amphetamine did not consistently improve performance, though in a few cases—such as the “pursuit meter,” a device with a joystick and crosshairs to track a moving target—amphetamine slowed decline in performance. The FPRC researchers concluded that the exceptional drug-induced higher scores reflected a subject’s attitude toward testing. Because amphetamine users felt more confident and lost interest in tedious tasks less quickly, they maintained effort and did better—just as American psychologists had recently concluded about amphetamine’s effect in exams and standardized tests. Yet, in general, amphetamine’s boost to performance appeared to be illusory. What
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\(^9\) A. Lansborough Thomson, *Half a Century of Medical Research. II. The Programme of the Medical Research Council (UK)* (London, 1975), 317–321. FPRC Minutes, Flying Personnel Research Committee Records, PRO AIR 57/40 and 57/41, June 28, 1940, and November 9, 1940; “Note by Charles Wilson: Use of Benzedrine,” PRO PREM 3/103/2, Prime Minister’s correspondence files, undated; Anon. [“RAMC Intelligence Officer”], “Drugging and Doping of War Fliers,” PRO FD1/6380, Military Personnel Research Committee files, Medical Research Council records, [1942], all in United Kingdom National Archives, Kew.
Bartlett reported to the FPRC about amphetamines’ effect on work capacity applied to most performance measures: “Individuals were disposed to try to make greater efforts; they thought they were working harder, whereas they were doing exactly the same amount of work.”

Another set of FPRC studies were conducted with pilots in extended flight-simulator sessions, breathing oxygen diluted to levels found at various altitudes. The results yielded no dramatic, quantifiable differences between the effects of caffeine and amphetamine upon performance. Subjectively, most of the test subjects preferred their low-oxygen experience with amphetamines, though amphetamines sometimes distorted their sense of time, and one man complained that it made him “lustful.” The drug certainly had psychiatric effects beyond mere alertness, perhaps sufficient to explain the pilots’ preference for Benzedrine while flying in low oxygen. Another roughly simultaneous FPRC finding, that rats on amphetamines actually died more quickly in rarefied atmospheres than undrugged ones, made the alternative theory that amphetamine physiologically benefited pilots unlikely. Nor did amphetamine increase resistance to blackout among pilots subjected to high g-forces in a centrifuge, as the Stuka rumors had suggested.

The FPRC also oversaw a set of RAF “operational” studies on men in combat, apparently more convincing to those in command, despite their informality, than the growing body of rigorous experimental work showing little or no benefit. The most influ-


ential were a series conducted in 1941/42 by Winfield, a former general practitioner and ship’s surgeon working at RAF physiological laboratories. Noting that unofficial Benzedrine use was increasing among pilots and thus that the RAF needed to take an official position on the drug, Winfield flew fourteen long-range submarine patrol missions with Coastal Command to compare the effects of methamphetamine (from the British firm Burroughs-Wellcome), amphetamine (which was well-protected by patents and had to be bought from SKF), and sugar placebos. No comparison was made to caffeine, and no efforts were made to quantify performance; all of Winfield’s conclusions were based on his own impressions of pilot behavior during the flights and on interviews with the airmen. Winfield concluded that, although amphetamine and methamphetamine seemed equally effective for alertness, amphetamine was superior due to the more “marked feeling of well-being” it produced. Winfield, and thus the military, was always explicitly concerned with the subjective, mood-altering, “morale” effects of the drugs.12

Winfield expanded his field studies to long-range Bomber Command missions just when the RAF leadership first showed active interest in the mounting problem of emotional breakdown among bomber crews. Judging from his observation of participants during twenty harrowing raids, Winfield found that Benzedrine, compared to the placebo, improved the attention of many airmen on the way home, but he was even more impressed with its effects on mood: “In some people the drug may increase determination in circumstances of acute anxiety.” For example, on one mission over Cologne, a pilot on Benzedrine decided not to bomb from high altitude through cloud cover like most of the planes, but to “press home the attack” in heavy anti-aircraft fire below the cloud, making a direct hit despite being struck with flak. Similarly, Winfield reported, during an air raid against the Renault factory

outside Paris, another of his Benzedrine-charged bomber crews strafed and killed an enemy anti-aircraft team at a tree-trimming 200 feet. Winfield concluded that because about half of the men taking amphetamine seemed to behave with the desirable “determination” and aggression, the drug should be offered to all bomber crewmen before each flight. As noted, he made no effort to evaluate caffeine in these studies, perhaps because the well-known and widely available drug was seen by British fliers as somehow insufficient (obviously so by those buying their own Benzedrine). The RAF began procuring Benzedrine from SKF in large quantities by early 1942, and Winfield’s recommendations to issue two 5 mg tablets per man for each mission were formally adopted late that year. 13

The Royal Navy seems to have done its own informal testing with both methamphetamine and amphetamine in mid-1942, but it never instituted a systematic evaluation. However, the British Army drew upon extensive, rigorous studies by top scientists, as well as less formal field studies by its own people, to assess the potential of amphetamine’s use by ground forces. By October 1941, the Subcommittee on Analeptic Substances of the Military Personnel Research Committee (MPRC, the Army’s counterpart of the RAF’s FPRC) had begun studies of Army units on maneuvers, many employing placebos, statistics, and the latest in quantitative clinical research methods. For instance, a Canadian infantry brigade performed a set of marches, drills, obstacle courses, and exercises lasting about thirty-six hours. The experimenters found no difference in the performance of soldiers with or without Benzedrine but concluded that the Canadians were not sufficiently exhausted. Similar studies conducted on British soil through 1942 found that

the drug produced no clear advantage, and sometimes caused erratic behavior. One late 1942 study found a gain of marginal statistical significance in physical performance with Benzedrine. A carefully controlled, double-blind follow-up found no difference in efficiency between drugged and undrugged officers doing calculations and paperwork. Thus by the end of 1942, leading British scientists had few grounds to recommend amphetamine, despite a year and a half of intensive and sophisticated testing, and what evidence they had was not getting stronger.14

The British Army’s own field trials in the combat theater, like those of the RAF, apparently carried more weight than the careful but equivocal studies of the professors. Bernard Montgomery, the North African commander from August 1942, showed special interest in Benzedrine; the pill’s reputation as a “confidence drug” might have appealed to him as an antidote for his troops’ wariness of Erwin Rommel, the formidable German commander. Two simple experiments in the field seem to have convinced him. One compared drugged and undrugged marching speeds of an ambulance unit. The other compared two infantry squads during fifty-six straight hours of rifle shooting, trench digging, and specialty testing (such as code signaling and machine-gun re-assembly), followed by a competitive seven-mile march. Not only did the “Benzedrine squad” win by eleven minutes in the latter study, and report feeling more energy and clearer thinking; they also displayed a “snap and zest” “conspicuously absent” in the placebo squad. No effort to ascertain equal undrugged performance was

described, raising obvious questions about the marching result. Nonetheless, Montgomery ordered large quantities of amphetamine for his massive offensive against the entrenched Germans at el Alamein.15

Montgomery’s opinion of the drug’s value at Alamein must have been favorable, since in November 1942, Middle East command issued standard orders authorizing amphetamine use at higher doses than those approved by the Air Council—as much as 20 mg of amphetamine per day for as many as five days straight, or half that dose for officers not physically taxed. Thus, by late 1942, the British Army, like the RAF, had adopted amphetamine use mainly on the basis of the drug’s effects on “morale” as assessed by military men. Quantifiable, objective advantages for physical and psychomotor performance (perception and hand–eye coordination) remained unproven despite thorough testing by experts in England.16

AMERICAN RESEARCH ON, AND ADOPTION OF, AMPHETAMINE, 1940–1942  Fatigue was among the most pressing problems of military medicine under discussion by the elite scientists who convened at the hastily organized committees of the National Research Council (NRC, an arm of the Academy of Sciences), to help the U.S. government to prepare for war in mid-1940. A year later, Vannevar Bush’s now-famous Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD)—the Federal agency created to allow him to fund university scientists for war projects—took over most of such matters. The NRC medical authorities chose physiologist Andrew C. Ivy of Chicago as their coordinator of fatigue research. He, like


16  [Anon], “Notes on the Use of Benzedrine in War Operations,” attached to H. J. Bensted, “Notes on Use of Benzedrine,” memo, PRO WO 222/9, War Office records, December 23, 1942, United Kingdom National Archives, Kew; Body Protection Committee minutes, PRO FD1/5292, Military Personnel Research Committee records, November 27, 1942.
David Dill of the Army’s Aeromedical Lab, belonged to a circle associated with the Fatigue Lab of Harvard’s Business School, which emphasized the link between the psychology and biology of work. One of its basic principles was that “fatigue,” in the sense of a single physical reaction to the strains that impair efficiency, did not exist. Elton Mayo, the lab’s co-founder, is still famous for showing that improved morale boosted the productivity of factory workers more than better work conditions did. Ivy approached the problem of military fatigue broadly and pragmatically, taking into account psychology, physiology, and engineering factors.17

Ivy’s initial opinions of Benzedrine’s effects are evident in a review article of early 1941 in which he evaluated a large body of international experimental work on the psychological, psychiatric, and physiological effects of amphetamine, methamphetamine, and caffeine. Ivy regarded amphetamine’s ability to increase wakefulness—based partly on personal experience—as unquestionable, and its psychiatric mood-elevating action as well-established. He viewed evidence that the drug improved performance in mental and psychomotor tasks as inconsistent—flawed by poor controls and by confusion between objective changes in capacity and the drug’s mood effects—and as irrelevant for predicting its effects on sleep-deprived or physically exhausted individuals, because most of the studies had been conducted with rested subjects. Ivy concluded that science could not yet justify the military use of amphetamines instead of caffeine, especially in view of the amphetamine’s risks, such as habit formation and unknown effects under high-anxiety combat conditions. For the next two years, he supervised intensive research about amphetamine’s effects on exhausted subjects for the military.18

In 1941, Ivy began experiments in his own laboratory at


Northwestern University Medical School, at first under the auspices of the NRC and later the OSRD’s Committee on Medical Research’s (CMR) Subcommittee on Clinical Investigation. In one early study of physical exhaustion, medical students took amphetamine, caffeine, or a placebo before doing stepping exercises while carrying a heavy burden. Despite the fact that many of those on Benzedrine reported unusual energy, Ivy found no difference in either total work output or recovery time. In a second, related study, Ivy compared the effects of caffeine, amphetamine, and methamphetamine, which the Illinois pharmaceutical company Abbott wanted to sell to the military, on another group of medical students whose baseline performance had been determined through a fixed diet and a regime on an exercise bicycle. Like Bartlett in England, Ivy again found that amphetamine neither increased total work output nor speeded recovery after exhaustion. Caffeine, however, seemed to increase total work output.19

Ivy also organized drug testing on men in rarefied atmospheres to advise the Army Air Force, under the banner of the NRC–OSRD Committee on Aviation Medicine. In Ivy’s experiments, subjects on caffeine, amphetamine, methamphetamine, ephedrine (a close relative of the amphetamines), and, in some cases, adrenal steroids performed visual, psychological, physiological, and coordination tests at progressively altered, simulated altitudes of 5,000, 10,000, and 18,000 in a decompression chamber during a period of two hours. Ivy concluded that at pressures simulating 5,000 feet, caffeine and both amphetamines helped to reverse impaired visual discrimination. Under low air pressure, men felt better and appeared to work harder with amphetamines, even if measurable exercise capacity did not differ significantly. Strangely, even though his data were still preliminary and by no means compelling, Ivy already was prepared to endorse Benze-

drine as a performance enhancer for aviators by January 1942, unfazed by the drug’s habit-forming tendencies. In any case, the other scientists on the Aviation Medicine fatigue subcommittee remained unimpressed, asking Ivy to continue experiments and rejecting his endorsement pending solid evidence that showed amphetamine to be superior to caffeine at high altitudes.\(^{20}\)

Ivy continued his decompression-chamber experiments through 1942, accumulating quantitative data on the effects of caffeine, amphetamine, methamphetamine, a caffeine-amphetamine combination, an amphetamine-methamphetamine blend, and dextroamphetamine (SKF’s new “Dexedrine” product) from sea level to 18,000 feet. All of the drugs proved better than placebo in every test (except for hand tremor, where caffeine was actually worse than nothing). Statistical analysis indicated that differences between the drugs were largely insignificant. However, even though the quantitative evidence now showed that caffeine was about as good as amphetamines (worse for tremor and flicker discrimination, better for work output, but otherwise not different), the burden of proof had shifted by July 1942, and for reasons not specified. Now, Ivy argued, since his data showed that amphetamine was no worse than caffeine, Benzedrine could be taken by aviators for its waking effect without fear of impairing performance or judgment—regardless of the fact that no tests of the drug’s effects on judgment were reported. For Ivy, amphetamine had become the “drug of choice” until proven otherwise. His reasoning remained the same in his final report on psychomotor performance at high altitudes, around the end of 1942. Here he did not even bother presenting a statistical analysis, reasoning that
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there would be no point in doing so: Since the average scores in most of the performance tests were higher with amphetamine than with caffeine, Benzedrine could hardly be worse.  

What shifted the burden of proof and thus allowed amphetamine to become the preferred drug for fatigue, given the absence of decisive quantitative evidence? Ivy’s interim findings about psychomotor performance did not become more solid with further research. Nor were amphetamine’s mood effects ever discounted as a cause of differences in certain test outcomes. Ivy had certainly not forgotten the psychiatric component: His influential mid-1942 document summarizing his research and issuing recommendations affirmed that the drug “increases confidence” and “raises morale which has suffered from fatigue and sleepiness,” permitting issues like “sore feet... to be disregarded due to general elevation of mood.” Indeed, in his recommendations that the Army use amphetamine for ground troops, based on several driving and marching trials that he conducted at domestic military bases, Ivy acknowledged the drug’s subjective, “morale” effects as decisive, even favorably citing his subjects’ requests about “obtaining capsules for use on other occasions, such as weekend leaves.” Ivy evidently did not care whether the drug enhanced performance through its psychiatric or its physiological effects, or even whether it objectively enhanced performance at all. By the time his endorsement of amphetamine received the approval of his oversight committees in early 1943, the U.S. military was already buying it from SKF in bulk. Hence, CMR’s scientific advice was unlikely to have driven that outcome. Other elements had been urging a decision favorable to Benzedrine.


The U.S. military decided to adopt amphetamine based on relatively informal research conducted by the services themselves, together with some decidedly unscientific political interventions. In December 1941, after a planning conference involving Ivy, Army officials, and several scientists on the NRC-OSRD Aviation Medicine Committee, the Army Air Force conducted a number of its own experiments at East Coast airfields and at the Aeromedical Laboratory in Ohio, where Dill worked. The Army researchers on the East Coast found that amphetamine improved the visual discrimination (as tested by the flicker-fusion technique) of airmen who were tired from four-hour flights, compared with placebo. By October 1942, they had concluded that pursuit-meter scores after several hours showed a statistically significant, slower decline with amphetamine than with placebo. The reports recommended the drug for the return leg of long flights, echoing Winfield’s recommendations for the RAF Bomber Command, which were known to the Air Force. None of the Air Force studies made any effort to distinguish genuine gains in capacity from changes due to altered mood, attitude, and effort under the contrived test conditions. Nor did they include any systematic comparison with caffeine. Even so, by mid-1942, these military scientists were, like Ivy, endorsing amphetamine as the best way to alleviate a range of “fatigue” effects on performance in combat.23

Perhaps, as in the British military, some demand for the drug

---
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was emanating from the lower military echelons. Be that as it may, traditional political influence is difficult to ignore in this case. In the summer of 1942, with both the U.S. military’s and Ivy’s studies in mid-stream, SKF Vice President Francis Boyer informed Assistant Secretary of War John McCloy—an internationalist Republican adopted by President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration to harness the interests of American industry to the war effort through his strong banking and big-business connections—that the British military were already buying Benzedrine, and urged him to follow suit. Several days later, McCloy asked the office of the Army Surgeon General to provide the War Department with information about the military use of amphetamines. A dense eight-page report, much of it sourced from the British War Office, quickly followed.24

Defensive in tone, this report maintained that, contrary to SKF’s suggestions, the U.S. scientific elite, under the Army Surgeon General’s watchful eye, had already done considerable research on amphetamine, not only for its waking effect but also for its “actual prevention of fatigue”—that is, its effects on performance. It described most of the British studies as useless because not “scientifically controlled,” except for three of them deemed reliable and “useful” enough to consider, albeit inconclusive. The first was the MPRC study of Canadian infantry in January 1942 (see above), which found no significant advantage; the second, a simple sixty-seven-mile forced march said to offer strong evidence that the drug reduced the number of men unable to complete the gruelling task (25 percent in the Benzedrine group vs. 70 percent in the undrugged group), despite inadequate controls; and the third, Winfield’s Coastal Command study, which endorsed amphetamine for wakefulness on long flights but did not actually measure performance. An OSRD liaison officer just returned from

---

London was quoted as saying that the British had still not obtained conclusive results.  

The report also described three categories of American amphetamine studies conducted by the military and the NRC: (1) “numerous small scale studies by individual medical officers” in the services, inconclusive due to unrigorous methodology, which raised warning flags by noting frequent “idiosyncratic” subjective reactions to the drug; (2) a November 1941 study by Harvard physiologist John Talbott, finding that the drug kept Army truck drivers continuously alert for longer; and (3) Ivy’s studies on students in the decompression chamber, together with some of his Army field studies. The report concluded by characterizing amphetamine as “a drug which produces both desirable and objectionable effects, the one closely balancing the other” and by calling for the results of carefully controlled studies already underway. In short, more scientific work was necessary before Benzedrine could be recommended. 

Ivy’s studies with regular Army units at domestic bases, for which he had just requested additional funding to complete testing on vehicle drivers, moved ahead quickly at this point. The intervention by McCloy coincides, as well, with the July 1942 shift in the burden of proof in Ivy’s reasoning, as noted above. Continuing his pressure, Boyer, in late July 1942, delivered to McCloy samples of the Benzedrine packets supplied to individual soldiers in Britain, and likely a report drawn up by SKF (dated only a few days prior), detailing the trial in which the “Benzedrine squad” proved its mettle with snappy marching (see above). The next week, McCloy’s department twice sent memos to Bush at OSRD describing the use of amphetamines by the Germans. Bush’s office replied that his agency was already studying the problem thoroughly at the Army Surgeon General’s request, through the CMR. 

Apparantly in response to McCloy’s intervention, the Army
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26 Ibid.
27 Ivy to Andrus, folder “OEMcmr-46,” box 31, entry 163, June 30, 1942, Office of Scientific Research and Development records. Boyer to McCloy, July 23, 1942; D. C. McDonald, “Memorandum for Dr. Vannevar Bush,” July 31, 1942; McDonald, “Memorandum for Dr. Vannevar Bush,” August 1, 1942; Bush to McDonald, August 3, 1942; Andrus to McDonald, August 5, 1942, all in folder 441, box 45, entry 180, Records of the Assistant Secretary of War. [Anon], “The Use of Benzedrine in War Operations.”
Surgeon General’s office drafted another synopsis of amphetamine research, based on Ivy’s views—gleaned from an interview with him by scientists on CMR’s Subcommittee on Clinical Investigation—and those expressed in a new British (MPRC) report (presumably the one requested upon McCloy’s first query). The general tone remained cautious, even deflationary, presenting the British as favoring occasional amphetamine use under extreme conditions and Ivy as generally equating amphetamines (both Benzedrine and Pervitin) with caffeine, except for caffeine’s negative effect on hand tremor and its advantage in overall work capacity at altitude (as noted above). Remarkably, the report cited caffeine and the two amphetamines as improving morale similarly by elevating mood, downplaying Benzedrine’s distinctive advantage as perceived by Ivy, Winfield, and many other sources, including mainstream medical literature. It further depicted amphetamine as habit-forming, even if not outright addictive, and not appropriate for recreational use. Ivy’s preliminary view was said to be that amphetamine was suitable for occasional use by exhausted troops and aviators on long bombing missions in the British manner, as well as in emergency kits, although much the same benefits were obtainable from frequent doses of caffeine. Finally, a conclusive judgment would not be forthcoming until Ivy completed his studies, presumably in late September. The scientific elite had filtered and diluted Ivy’s enthusiasm for the drug, rendering a much more conservative collective judgement.

While research on amphetamine continued into 1943, neither Ivy’s nor any other work by American scientists quantitatively demonstrated the drug’s performance superiority over caffeine (although the shift in the burden of proof had obviated the necessity). Science notwithstanding, however, the decision was already made. In September 1942, Boyer thanked McCloy for his help in securing the large order for Benzedrine that the military had just placed. He also requested all of the classified studies on Benzedrine for SKF to consult in preparing a guide to the drug’s use for military medical personnel. Despite McCloy’s enthusiasm, the Army Sur-
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28 Roger Prentiss (Medical Corps), “Status of Information of Benzedrine and Associated Drugs” (Report No. 11), Reports, Subcommittee on Clinical Investigation, August 1942, NAS. Prentiss appears to paraphrase Ivy, “What Benzedrine Is or Does,” extensively in this document.
geon General successfully resisted at least this intrusion of commercial interests into the sphere of the government’s designated medical experts, indignantly denying the request. In February 1943, the Army’s Supply Service announced the availability of 5mg Benzedrine sulfate “pep pills” in packets of six for individual soldiers, for issue whenever commanders saw fit, to fifteen theater commands throughout the world. A special communique went to Generals Dwight D. Eisenhower and Douglas MacArthur, commanders in the most active North African and the Southwest Pacific theaters, recommending that 100,000 packets per month be supplied immediately to them until sufficient stocks were built up. Eisenhower quickly replied, requesting 500,000.\(^{29}\)

By the first half of 1943, Benzedrine tablets were supplied to the Army’s ground forces and aviators. Flight crews also received the Benzedrine Inhaler, which both cleared the sinuses and, with concerted sniffing, produced significant stimulation, at a rate of two per airman on combat flying duty per year (and one per airman on non-combat flying duty). Official sources, like the U.S. Army Air Force’s chief medical officer, cautioned servicemen to use Benzedrine only in special circumstances. Policy notwithstanding, special circumstances evidently prevailed; journalistic accounts, as well as one Air Force survey, indicate that Benzedrine consumption was routine both in the air and on the ground, and did not follow official usage guidelines. The Navy also adopted Benzedrine for use by the Marines, in time to use the drug during their bloody November 1943 battle for Tarawa atoll. The Navy’s decision to adopt amphetamine had followed a careful placebo-controlled, statistically assessed, double-blind study, meeting the highest standards for medical research of the day. Navy scientists found no significant superiority in marksmanship (the study’s main measure of performance) among amphetamine-drugged Marines after three continuous days of maneuvers and exercises without sleep. The subjective effects on mood or “morale,” as evidenced

\(^{29}\) Boyer to McCloy, September 11, 1942; McCloy to James C. Magee, September 13, 1942; Magee to McCloy, September 17, 1942, all in folder 441, box 45, entry 180, Records of the Assistant Secretary of War. [Anon], cables of February 27, 1943, from Headquarters, Services of Supply to Theater Commands; [Anon], cable “Algiers” to “War,” March 2, 1943, both in folder “Benzedrine,” box 85, entry 30, Records of the Surgeon General’s Office, RG 112, U.S. National Archives (Washington, D.C.).
by the “devil–take-the-hindmost” attitude of Benzedrine–charged Marines reported in this study, must have recommended the drug to Navy leadership (despite evidence of hallucination and impaired judgment).  

Although the American and British military were each able to draw on expertise of the highest caliber to evaluate whether amphetamine improved physical and mental performance in fatigued subjects, science never offered unequivocal grounds for preferring the new drug over caffeine. Amphetamine’s effects were too variable, and the differences too marginal. Indeed, available evidence indicated that caffeine was about as good in flight and marching tests, and as effective in preventing sleep if taken often enough. However, around mid-1942, when the British military adopted the drug based on its own assessments, the American scientists took the view that so long as Benzedrine did not make performance objectively worse, the military should use it. The rationale for this twist in logic was never committed to paper. Clearly, however, the military on both sides of the Atlantic (whose own testing seldom compared the new drug to caffeine) was always interested in amphetamine’s effects on “morale” as much as on its quantifiable, objective effects on psychomotor performance as carefully assessed by scientists. These subjective effects were consistently noted in reports—the aggressive bombing into the teeth of blazing

flak described by Winfield, the “snap and zest” described in the British North Africa studies, the neglect of “sore feet” due to elevated mood noted by Ivy, and the “devil take-the-hindmost” attitude of drugged Marines.

On the American side, no experts or military officials ever questioned or restricted use of amphetamine after initial approval and distribution of the drug. Military purchases of amphetamine tablets from SKF remained strong through the second quarter of 1945, and resumed as soon as the Korean conflict flared. This continuing American enthusiasm for amphetamines stands in strong contrast to the case of the German military, who by the end of 1940 sharply cut their military consumption of Pervitin, and in 1942 officially restricted both methamphetamine and amphetamine as dangerously addictive narcotics. It also contrasts with developments in Britain, where opinion about the drug in military (at least RAF) circles increasingly cooled as the dark days of the Blitz receded. As a 1943 Air Ministry advisory to medical officers put it, “Benzedrine has the effect of causing the individual to feel on top of things and able to carry on with his duties without rest: he feels that he is doing well, when in fact he is making all sorts of mistakes.” By the end of the war, RAF researchers had concluded that enough Benzedrine reliably to affect performance on tests like the pursuit meter was enough to impair judgment. Furthermore, mistakes in combat flying were caused (as Davis, an RAF scientist, put it in a publication summarizing war research) by “anxiety, rather than prolongation of work and fatigue,” so that attributing them to fatigue was sheer confusion; and in any case “the benefits claimed for the drug are obtained by training and by other measures that lead to good morale.” By implication, some military men were so “confused” as to use the drug to raise “morale,” and to counteract behavioral deficiencies related to fear in combat.31

This critique seems to fit the Americans. It might not be too extreme to describe the “fatigue” rationale for the U.S. military’s use of amphetamine as a cynical charade. Science merely cloaked the use of amphetamine for morale purposes—to induce aggression and raise confidence—with elaborate but inconclusive studies on psychomotor performance, except to the extent that the “confusion” to which Davis referred was sincere (as in Ivy’s case, it surely was not). Here we enter uncertain territory, as available sources do not allow a survey of the circumstances and thinking that drove Benzedrine usage in action. As noted, American psychiatrists like Grinker adopted euphemisms such as “operational fatigue” and “combat fatigue” for the official terms “psychoneurotic breakdown” and “war neurosis,” to reduce friction with the military hierarchy and to avoid stigmatizing their patients at the front. But even for them, this euphemism was actually half true; “battle fatigue” was “about 50% fatigue and 50% emotional illness,” according to wartime authorities Hastings, Wright, and Glueck. This was a “confusion” that the psychiatrists cultivated and to some extent shared.32

Commonsense medical thinking during the war assumed a basic glandular connection between physical fatigue and emotional breakdown. As Kardiner explained, if Cannon’s adrenaline-fried fight-or-flight state became chronic—as it generally did on the front—the constant arousal would exhaust both nervous system and psyche to produce war neurosis. Respite away from the front could prevent or reverse the anxiety and irritability that marked the early stages of war neurosis, but if such early warnings in the mildly “flak-happy” man were ignored, psychomotor retardation and apathy could ensue. These were all also the key signs of depression.

American medical experts like Kardiner, field psychiatrists like Grinker and Hastings, and Army corpsmen like Andersen—who saw countless men grow disoriented, weepy, and dangerously

apathetic during his four years in the Pacific—all viewed “combat fatigue” as a depressive condition. Thus, one sensible remedy for it was Benzedrine—the synthetic adrenaline, the first and only antidepressant, and the only drug recommended for depression in U.S. military medical manuals—to bolster adrenaline pathways and to keep soldiers fighting until rest was possible. Presumably, for this very reason, psychiatrist Moses Kauffman, having just read Grinker’s report on “operational fatigue,” packed his luggage with Benzedrine when he shipped off to the combat zone. Moreover, it was hardly an accident that in a 1944 medical journal advertisement for Benzedrine featuring combat troops, skf chose the title, “When the Going Gets Tough,” exactly echoing U.S. Army medical training materials describing situations likely to produce high levels of neuropsychiatric casualties in forward areas (see Figure 2). The clear implication is that Benzedrine use in such situations was appropriate and helpful.33

Perhaps research in wartime diaries, especially those of medical personnel at the front, will reveal how eager soldiers were to take amphetamine not just to relieve drowsiness but also to allieviate “jitters” or anxiety in combat, and how medical thinking about adrenaline’s role in “combat fatigue” figured in the distribution and usage of the drug. Conceivably, these primary sources could also shed some light on the speculation that amphetamine usage may have contributed to the savagery that historians of World War II have only lately begun to discover. For example, the sudden feeling of invincibility and the cool but overwhelming urge to kill that Overton, a Marine medic, first felt one night in

33 Kardiner, Traumatic Neuroses, 27; Grinker and Spiegel, “Brief Psychotherapy”; Roy Laver Swank, “Combat Exhaustion,” Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, CIX (1949), 475–508; Dean Andersen, Praise the Lord and Pass the Penicillin: Memoir of a Combat Medic in the Pacific in World War II (Jefferson, N.C., 2003), 143, 169. Edward G. Billings and The Subcommittee on Clinical Psychiatry, “A Brochure for Medical Officers on the Recognition, Prevention, and Treatment of Personality Disorders in Soldiers,” Reports, Subcommittee on Psychiatry, NRC Committee on Neuropsychiatry files, March 14, 1941, Committee on Medical Research Records; Shephard, War Of Nerves, 224. See also Army training film, Combat Exhaustion, Department of the Army, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, Department of Defense, ARC Identifier 35906/Local Identifier 111-M-1197, National Archives and Records Administration (http://www.archive.org/details/gov.archives.arc.35906, viewed August 10, 2010). In Reel 1, a psychiatry specialist says to medical officers in training, “In prolonged engagements where the going is really tough, we find that 30 to 50 percent of all men coming under your care . . . are suffering from combat exhaustion.”
Iwo Jima, must have had something to do with his heavy Benzedrine consumption at the time. In this connection, Andersen provides an intriguing clue as to how excessively violent behavior figured in the wartime medical imagination. One day in Leyte, after the medic’s unit decimated a small Japanese detachment, a particularly enthusiastic eighteen-year-old gleefully shot his final staggering, unarmed opponent point blank in the face. “Kill happy,” judged an aghast Andersen, a condition that he viewed as the polar opposite of depressive “battle fatigue”—that is, a mania related to excess adrenaline action.34

Speculations on battlefield drug experience aside, there are solid reasons to regard the adoption of amphetamine for relatively unrestricted military use as a foreseeable (indeed, foreseen) mistake. The U.S. military was well aware during the war that servicemen were not taking Benzedrine strictly as directed in combat and that they were also taking it recreationally. A study by Army psychiatrists at the end of the war found strong evidence that officially sanctioned amphetamine use had caused serious abuse of the drug among soldiers during the war (and presumably among veterans afterward), confirming fears expressed by Ivy himself in 1941. But whatever the impact of Benzedrine use, the Allied—and especially American—embrace of the drug casts the wartime participation of scientific elites in an unaccustomed light. The prevailing idea has been that independent scientific expertise has provided the American government a mere rubber stamp for decisions made on other grounds only since the 1970s. Yet, the amphetamine story underscores the limits of science’s influence even at its storied wartime peak: Mainstream scientific opinion was always that amphetamine was not warranted for military use in the absence of objective evidence for its superiority over caf-

---

34 John Dower, War without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War (New York, 1986); Peter Schrijvers, The GI War Against Japan: American Soldiers in Asia and the Pacific during World War II (New York, 2002); J. Robert Lilly, Taken by Force: Rape and American GIs in Europe During World War II (London, 2007); Andersen, Praise the Lord and Pass the Penicillin. 143; Richard Overton, God Isn’t Here: A Young American’s Entry Into World War II, and His Participation in the Battle for Iwo Jima (Clearfield, Utah, 2004), 251; for Overton’s understanding of combat fatigue and its relationship to physical exhaustion and adrenaline, 202, 215, 271. Even Albert Cowdry, Fighting for Life: American Military Medicine in World War II (New York, 1944), 136, unconsciously and uncritically adopts the “fight or flight” concept of the medical men that he studied.
feine, because of its potential for abuse and its behavioral side effects. But science eventually had to capitulate to a decision evidently made on the usual grounds of military expediency and economic interest (as mediated, the evidence strongly suggests, by direct political intervention). Like all others, this war ultimately belonged not to the scientists but to the generals, the politicians, and—in America perhaps more than elsewhere—the businessmen.  